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astral Relating to or resembling the stars.
An astral body.

breadth The extent of something from side to side.
The bank reaches a maximum breadth of about 100 km.

broad Broad in scope or content.
A broad lawn.

capacious Large in capacity.
She carried a capacious bag.

constellation A group of associated or similar people or things.
No two patients ever show exactly the same constellation of symptoms.

cosmopolitan A cosmopolitan person.
A cosmopolitan herb.

expanded Denoting materials which have a light cellular structure.
The curved soffit is finished with a strip of expanded metal mesh.

expanse A wide scope.
The green expanse of the forest.

extensive
(of agriculture) obtaining a relatively small crop from a large area with a
minimum of capital and labour.
Extensive farming techniques.

far More distant than another object of the same kind.
A far journey.

galaxy The galaxy of which the solar system is a part the Milky Way.
The four musicians have played with a galaxy of stars.

locally In a way that applies or is only available for use in one part of a program.
He served on several committees both nationally and locally.

multinational (of a business organization) operating in several countries.
1 500 troops were sent to join the multinational force.
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nationally Extending throughout an entire nation.
Nationally advertised.

opened Made open or clear.
His mouth slightly opened.

outspread Fully extended in width.
Outspread wings.

panoramic
(of a view or picture) with a wide view surrounding the observer;
sweeping.
His panoramic vision of post World War I peace.

plank Cook and serve on a plank.
The central plank of the bill is the curb on industrial polluters.

preponderance A superiority in numbers or amount.
The preponderance of wealth and power.

route Send via a specific route.
The many routes to a healthier diet will be described.

space The physical universe beyond the earth’s atmosphere.
There is no space to give further details.

spaceman An astronaut.

spacious (especially of a room or building) having ample space.
Spacious skies.

stellar Being or relating to or resembling or emanating from stars.
His restaurant has received stellar ratings in the guides.

swath The space created by the swing of a scythe or the cut of a mowing
machine.

traveled Traveled over or through sometimes used as a combining term.
A traveled educated man.

vast An immense space.
A vast plain full of orchards.

wide
A ball that is judged to be too wide of the stumps for the batsman to play
for which an extra is awarded to the batting side.
How wide do you think this house is.

wingspan Linear distance between the extremities of an airfoil.
An eagle with a wingspan of 7 ft.

worldwide Of worldwide scope or applicability Christopher Morley.
Worldwide distribution.
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